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From Agatha Award Nominee and multiple IMBA National Bestseller Tim Myers!Waxing Moon

is a short story from the world of my Candlemaking Mystery series, first published in Berkley

Prime Crime's MURDER MOST CRAFTY anthology in 2005.Candles and crime go hand-in-

hand for Harrison Black, owner of the candleshop At Wick's End. When his friend and tenant

Millie Nelson's cafe, The Crocked Pot, is robbed during a wedding rehearsal dinner, it's up to

Alex to uncover the thief and shed light on who committed the crime.
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Nash Black, “Wedding Thief. Tim Myers' short story WAXING MOON finds his character

Harrison Black from the Candlemaking series helping to cater a wedding. The bride is self-

center, her bridesmaid is annoyed, and the family is straing financially to meet the demands of

a society wedding.The money that has been paid for the affair goes missing and the caterer

does not have the funds to pay her expenses and keep her shop. She asks Harrison to find the

missing money, but on the sly as she cannot afford to lose the account.Harrison has four prime

suspects, but which one?Nash Black, author of SANDPRINTS OF DEATH”

Betty, “Entertaining. I gave a high rating to this book & all of Tim Myers books as I always

expect to enjoy them & he never lets me down. I get wrapped up with the plot & the characters,

always:).Huggz,Betty”

Gweman, “Always liked the Tim Myers' Candlemaking series. It's always entertaining to visit

with Tim's alterhero and this was fun too, plus you learn some things about creating candles...

makes me want to try! Keep it up, Tim!”

craftyangel, “Enjoyable.. Thoroughly enjoyed this light hearted read.”

The book by Tim Myers has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 9 people have provided feedback.
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